According to the World Health Organization, evidence-based legislation which is effectively enforced reduces road traffic injuries and fatalities. However, only 7% of the world’s population is covered by adequate laws which addresses key behavioural risk factors. Through the Global Advocacy & Grants Programme, GRSP provides financial and technical support to organizations advocating for the passage and implementation of evidence-based road safety policies in order to achieve long-term and sustainable reductions in road traffic deaths and injuries.

Awarded 176 Grants in total
Implemented projects in 20 countries
Partnership with 121 civil society organizations and government agencies
Allocated total value of $USD 15.4 million
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Key figures at a glance

The boundaries on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion on the part of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and are used for illustrative purposes only.

Capacity Building

Provided training to over 800 individuals in road safety, advocacy, project management and grant financial management in 10 countries over the last 6 years.

Grant Applications

Processed over 1700 applications and over 3800 external reviews

Award Received

Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards (2017)
In recognition and commendation of the Global Advocacy & Grants Programme’s successes as well as its support to advocate, especially in low- and middle-income countries, to move road safety up the legislative agenda.